specials
Pink Lady

£6.50

Frank’s Way

£5.95

The Honey 101

£6.75

Bison-grass Martini

£5.95

The Legit Boss

£6.50

Smokey and the Bandit

£6.95

Papa J’s Juice

£6.75

Kwai-prioska

£5.95

Add a touch of 1920's class to your evening with
this sweet, raspberry and gin combination.
A favourite with the ladies since the prohibition era.

A twist on the classic white Russian. Jack Daniels
is infused with the subtly sweet aromas of chocolate
and hazelnut before adding milk. Why this over the classic?
Because Frank says ‘do it my way’.
A potent combination of Kentucky’s finest 101 proof
bourbon and its sweet honey counterpart. A twist on
the ever popular Whiskey sours, tangy, sweet and strong,
not to be taken lightly!
Something continental for true vodka lovers.
A mix of Zubrowka vodka & lychee with a subtle hint
of apple. A true trailblazer in the cocktail world!
A stylish drink crafted for the leaders of this world.
It is a combination of whisky & apricot liqueur,
with hints of mint, topped with prosecco. This right
here is The Legit Boss and you can’t teach that!
Blending a smooth whisky liqueur with the unmistakable
flavours of maple syrup and chocolate before adding
a smokey touch of Islay charm.
This one is an Al James inspired drink for all you
gin enthusiasts to enjoy. Cucumber, mint, elderflower
and apple juice provide a tip of the cap to the
hand crafted Hendrick’s gin.

A simple stromash of vodka, kwaiefeh lychee liqueur,
fresh lime and sugar. Oh so tasty and oh so easy to drink.

“Alcohol may be man's worst enemy,
but the bible says love your enemy.”
FRANK SINATRA

House
Sinatra Smile

Chocolate liqueur, coconut rum and milk are mixed
with a dash of sugar to create a smooth creamy
cocktail that really would make Sinatra Smile!

Sands

£5.50 Pitcher
Vanilla vodka is blended with a strawberry liqueur
and pineapple juice to create this sweet cocktail.
The perfect homage to the famous Sands hotel.

£5.50

£13.50

Pornstar Martini

£5.95

Amaretto Sours

£5.50

Melon-ade

£5.50

A favourite amongst the ladies!
Passion fruit liqueur is blended with vanilla
vodka and fresh pineapple, served with a dainty side
measure of Prosecco.
You may not be a Pornstar, but you can definitely
drink like one!
Perfect if you want something short, neat and nutty.
Amaretto, chocolate bitters and lemon juice are
shaken up for this one.
A modern take on an old classic beverage. Lemonade
like you’ve never seen. Made with midori & vodka.
A refreshing melon fizz.

Carpe Diem

£5.50

Pitcher £13.50
“Seize the day!” or seize this Vanilla vodka, strawberry
liqueur, cranberry and lime blend. If you’re looking for a
smooth yet sweet cocktail, look no further!

White Russian

£6.50

Kamikaze

£5.95

An easy-drinking blend of vodka, coffee liqueur and cream,
the White Russian was a favourite during the glory days of
disco. Today it is a hipster staple once again.
Channel the 80s with this ever-popular cocktail,
for an extra helping of awesomeness, you can ask for
sugar on the rim, this blue funky drink is very deceiving
by nature don’t get fooled by its delicious taste,
this bad boy is one of the strongest around!

“Alcohol gives you infinite
patience for stupidity.”
SAMMY DAVIS JR.

CANDY CORNER
Skittlez

£5.50 Pitcher £13.50
This drink was made famous in the bars
and nightclubs of Newcastle and we’ve brought it to
the Rat Pack. We can’t decide if this actually tastes
like the sweet but we know this mix of Taboo, vodka,
blue curacao and OJ does the trick for our taste buds.
Bubblegum

£5.50

Pitcher

£13.50

Does exactly what it says on the tin!
We combine vanilla vodka, bubble gum syrup, cranberry juice
and a dash of blue grenadine to create the unmistakable
bubble-gum flavour! Okay, maybe we had a little help
from the bubble gum on the side!

The Drumstick

£5.50 Pitcher £13.50
A sweet mix of raspberry and vanilla vodka
blended with gomme and lemon to create the classic drumstick
flavour. Nostalgia served with a lolly! A Rat Pack favourite.
Bananarama

£5.50

The Ice Cream

£5.50

Try saying that after a couple of these. A blend of
banana and chocolate liqueurs, vanilla vodka and milk.
It's a milkshake... for grown ups! Served with a foam banana.
We’ve mixed equal parts strawberry liqueur,
vanilla vodka and strawberry milk to create another
“grown up milkshake”. Also served with a mouth-watering
foam sweet, this time, it’s an ice cream cone!

Berry Delicious

£5.50 Pitcher £13.50
It’s berry delicious... pun intended.
Blending strawberry and blackcurrant liqueurs with
lemon juice and sugar creates this refreshing cocktail that
closely resembles Ribena. Strawberry gummy sweets provided!
Big Apple

£5.50

Marshmellow

£5.50

A simple, yet, stylish cocktail made by blending
apple liqueur with vodka and fresh apple juice.
Served with a classic apple gummy!

A marshmellow is a sugar-based confection that, in its liquid
form, consists of milk, vanilla vodka and candy floss syrup.
Smooth and mellow topped with cream and tiny marshmallows.

Jelly Baby

£5.50

Pitcher

£13.50

Inspired by the sweet treat. Combining vodka,
coconut rum, peach schnapps & blue curacao topped
with orange juice and drizzled with grenadine.
This jelly concoction is the sweet start to your night.
A true delight.

“Basically, I’m for anything that gets you through the night,
be it prayer, tranquilizers or a bottle of Jack Daniels.”
FRANK SINATRA

SPARKLING COCKTAILS
RP Bellini

£5.95

RP Kir Royale

£5.95

Sorbetto Al Limone

£5.95

Memories Are Made of This

£5.95

Raspberry or strawberry puree with dash
of raspberry vodka with prosecco.

Quite simply, a sweet berry liqueur topped with prosecco.
A tasty, Italian classic. Limoncello liqueur
topped with prosecco.
Raspberry vodka is mixed with a sweet strawberry
liqueur before being topped with prosecco.

Wines
WHITE

175ml

250ml

Bottle

Bespoke - Chenin Blanc

£4.15

£5.50

£16.50

Short Mile Bay - Chardonnay

£4.30

£5.75

£17.25

Tierra - Sauvingon Blanc

£22.75

RED
DeLuca - Nero D'Avaola

£4.15

£5.50

£19.50

Short Mile Bay - Shiraz

£4.30

£5.75

£21.50

Luis Felipe Edwards - Malbec

£26.00

ROSE
Antonio Rubini Pinot Grigio Rosé

£4.15

£5.50

Verdange - White Zinfandel

£17.50
£23.50

SPARKLING
Prosecco

£5.00

£23.00

Piper Heidsieck - Brut

£58.50

Bollinger

£75.00

“I feel sorry for people who don’t drink.
When they wake up in the morning, that’s
as good as they’re going to feel all day.”
DEAN MARTIN

BEERS & CIDERS
BOTTLES
Peroni

5.1%

Corona

4.5%

Budweiser

4.8%

Stella Artois

4.8%

Tyskie

5.5%

Budweiser Budvar

5%

Guinness Surger

4.1%

Sharp’s Doombar

4.3%

Edinburgh Castle

4.1%

Deuchars IPA

4.4%

Seven Giraffes

5.1%

Joker IPA

5%

Caesar Augustus

4.1%

Herrljunga

4%

Bulmers/Magners

4.5%

Smirnoff ice

4%

VK Blue

4%

“Sober up, and you see and hear everything
you’d been able to avoid hearing before”.
SAMMY DAVIS JR.

SPIRITS
RUM
Sagatiba

38%

Mount Gaye

40%

Sailor Jerry

40%

Brugal

38%

Havana 7

40%

Kraken

40%

Morgan’s Dark

40%

Morgan’s Spiced

35%

GIN
Tanqueray

43.1%

Tanqueray 10

47.3%

Bombay

40%

Gordon’s

37.5%

Hendrick’s

41.4%

Edinburgh Gin

43%

Sloe Gin

26%

VODKA
Grey Goose

40%

Russian Standard

40%

Absolut
40%
Flavour variations available

BOURBON & WHISKY
Wild Turkey 81

40.5%

Wild Turkey 101

50.5%

Jim Beam

40%

Jack Daniels

40%

Gentleman Jack

40%

Woodford Reserve

43.2%

Buffalo Trace

40%

Bulleit

50%

Maker’s Mark

45%

“You’re not drunk, if you can lie on
the floor without holding on.”
DEAN MARTIN

Classic Cocktails
Sex on the Strip

£5.50

Negroni

£6.50

Woo Woo

£13.50

RP Cosmo

£5.50

French Martini

£7.50

Long Island Ice Tea/Long Beach

£5.95

Blue Frog

£5.50

Bloody Mary

£5.95

Side Car

£5.50

Dark & Stormy

£6.50

Vodka and peach schnapps are mixed with fresh orange and
cranberry juice creating a fruity cocktail famous worldwide.
As well known on the Las Vegas Strip
as in The Rat Pack its self.
With its simple composition of equal parts gin,
vermouth and Campari, the dry and zingy negroni
is one of the punchiest cocktails around.

£5.50 Pitcher
Another well-known classic.
A fruity combination of vodka, peach schnapps,
cranberry and fresh lime juice. A sweet and sour
cocktail also enjoyed worldwide!
This needs no introduction.
Mixing vodka, orange liqueur, cranberry and
fresh lime to create this famous classic that’ll
always be a favourite with the ladies.
A true king in the bars of New York. Dates back to
the 1980s, and delivered to you today by the
Ratpack mixology experts.
It is guaranteed to make your date.

A New York classic and a hardy one at that! Vodka, gin,
tequila, rum, orange liqueur and fresh lemon juice are
mixed with cola, to create an unquestionably strong, yet,
tasty cocktail that’s not for the faint of heart!
Fancy something a little fruitier? Switch the cola
for cranberry to create a Long Beach!

This is a drink that packs quite a punch. This boozy
beverage features vodka, rum, gin, tequila and blue curacao,
poured over red bull, obvious choice a bit later at night!
This vodka cocktail has endless variations.
You can add chilli, Worcestershire sauce,
tabasco, herbs... it’s up to you!

A timeless brandy sour cocktail, this classic recipe
dates back to 1922. Fine strained into a martini glass with
optional sugar on the rim, what more can you wish for?
Highball cocktail made with dark rum and ginger beer
served over ice and garnished with a slice of lime.
Can’t see anything you like? Classics may not all
be listed, please ask one of our Bar Staff if there
is a Cocktail you would like.

